Clock Case Repairs at www.longcaseclock.co.uk
The cases of antique clocks can suffer many problems after centuries of use. This can range
from damage caused during a house move, central heating opening animal glued joints or just
the lifting of veneers. The case work often becomes dirty after many years of grime and old
wax polish. All these can make a really nice and cherished antique clock appear shabby. We
see all these problems and many more. When your clock requires service work it is an ideal
opportunity to get these problems attended to. The case can be collected at a reasonable
cost and returned to our workshop for a full survey, we will detail all the work we think is
required, some of this may be critical to the stability of the case and movement, other
problems such as missing finials or veneers can be easily attended to. We will discuss the
problems with you and agree a list of work. My colleague Darren has some 30 years
experience of repairing and sympathetically restoring many types of clock cases and antique
furniture from the 17th to late 19th centuries. Please contact me for further details, I am
always happy to provide references from our list of many satisfied clients. Here are just a few
examples of our complete restoration projects, and with the thanks of their owners:This clock had spent over 25 years in the owner’s garage, it was restored for his wife to
celebrate a special birthday; the clock had missing mouldings, feet, and considerable damage.
This early 19th century Scottish clock is now back to its former glory after the years of neglect.

As we found the clock in the
owner’s garage and right after a full
restoration. Note the restored and
cleaned dial.
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Here is another example, a really nice 30 Hr clock by John Blaylock of Carlisle; he is a well
known maker, if you want to know more about the Blaylock family of clockmakers see
http://home.clara.net/jnoblaylock/index.html

This clock has been in the same family for many years and again been much neglected, we
were asked by the current owner to complete a full restoration of the clock, and here are
some photos of the clock after we collected it.

The case was very dirty; the hood door
had come off and was missing the original
handmade glass. Several animal glued
joints were sprung and somebody had
fitted a very poorly made plinth instead of
the original feet.
The current owner remembered as a child
getting into the clock when playing hide
and seek.
The movement and brass dial are typical
of John Blaylocks work in the last quarter
of the 18th century, note the very tired
condition. See the dial engraving and faux
winding holes.

See over for a surprise....
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The owner was very pleased with the result of the restoration work which was sympathetically
accomplished using traditional methods and skills. Hopefully this clock will be around to keep
time for many many years to come.
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Here is an example of a slightly smaller clock, a three train musical clock of very good quality,
this clock made by Richard Stedman of Godalming in Sussex. This clock is actually engraved on
the back plate with the date of making. The owner has been blind for many years and was not
aware of the poor condition of the clock until after it stopped and we did a full survey of the
problems.
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Here is an example of a marine chronometer box case that was in a poor condition and
missing the top lid. Something smaller again, Darren even restored the ivory label using old
Victorian piano keys.

If you would like to talk to us about the restoration of your clock case please call me for
details.
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